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2. Chicago Calling (Johnny Griffin) 5:35 
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There is, in most every major music center throughout the land, a relatively small handful of 

creators known as "musician's musicians," one to whom, whenever they have the opportunity, 

the majority of better known Jazz artists go out of their way to listen to or jam with. 

Chicago, in particular, has been able to produce quite a few of this rare type of musician. The 

late drummer, Ike Day, was one to whom all the major jazz percussionists of today, including 

ours for this date, Max Roach, would sit and intensively listen. Another is bassist, Wilbur 

Ware, of whom Thelonious Monk is particularly fond. Ex-Hines/Eckstine trumpeter, Gail 

Brockman, and the late guitarist, Ronnie Singer, are two others. Among saxophonists, Johnny 

Griffin, by many, is considered to be "the man!" 

Among his personal preferences and influences, Johnny lists Byas, Bean, Bird, Bud, Pres, 

Fats (Navarro), Dizzy, and Dex, with special bows to Thelonious Monk. Johnny's two week 

stay with Monk, at the Bee-Hive in Chicago recently, was one of the Hive's all-time musical 

highlights in its ten-year history of presenting jazz. 

On side one, Johnny leads off with an original, "Mil Dew," [mp3] an up tempo "rhythm-type" 

thing which takes off like a rocket from Max's into, and maintains itself steadily thoughout 

Johnny's choruses, with Wynton and Curly really keeping things moving right into Max's 
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dynamic fours with Johnny and on into the final out-chorus. 

The next number, "Chicago Calling," is a light, airy little ditty composed by Johnny, which 

gives a feeling and mood not unlike the pretty Gigi Gryce tune "Social Call." This particular 

rendition points out the many fine facets of Johnny's playing; his natural buoyancy, complete 

freedom with the techniques of his horn, and the way his figures, no matter how far out they 

travel, always come back home and resolve. 

The lovely standard, and favorite of Modern Jazz musicians, "These Foolish Things," 

follows. An outstanding Wynton Kelly solo, surrounded by Johnny's really big-toned 

offerings, provides a perfect contrast; with a truly excellent example of the basics of control 

necessary for good ballad playing, with the easily discernible evidence that Johnny's 

seasoning years spent playing all types of dance music is experience of an irreplaceable 

stature. 

Closing the side is a beautiful tune usually associated with sad-voiced vocalists. To Johnny, 

however, the subtle changes involved in "The Boy Next Door" indicated that a swinging 

bounce treatment might better enhance the original structure of the song. Wynton's pretty 

intro leads Johnny right into the melody, which, with that singing quality his tone possesses, 

permits him to really "tell the story." 

"Nice And Easy," by Johnny, opens side two, and is a blues with just that feeling the title 

describes; and not unlike that old favorite, "Red Top." Johnny's raucous choruses have the 

inevitability of a steamroller. The Kelly chorus, followed by one of Curly's few recorded 

solos, and the way Max brings the whole works back into the closing theme, is a high spot of 

Modern Jazz making which, when years have elapsed, will still be a natural "gas." 

Johnny's rendition of "It's All Right With Me," which follows, is one of the few significant 

versions, the others being by J.J. Johnson and Kai Winding, andSonny Rollins. Taken at 

break-neck tempo, the novely of "Latinizing" the bridge throughout, is carried along by Max 

behind Wynton's solo. If this particular number were the only good one in the entire album, 

which, of course, it isn't, I suspect all of the young tenor-men in the country would cop this 

LP for it alone. 

Ever since Sarah and Bird recorded "Lover Man," it has been a favorite not only of mine, but 

of most every Modern Jazz fan and musician. It's one of Johnny's also, and he treats it with a 

strident tenderness and richness of sound that can do naught but enhance an already beautiful 

tune. Wynton's not un-funky solo is outstanding, and the way Max and Curly help Johnny 

bring the proceedings to a lovely end is one of the reasons these two are so sought after for 

gigs and record dates. 

For the sceptics of modern listening, who have been claiming otherwise, Max Roach has once 

again proven that his drumming is not only that of a soloist, but that of the all important pace-

setter of the rhythm section. All of the good taste, fire, spark, imagination, dynamics, 

SWING, and technique which NO other drummer possesses to his -nth degree, is so readily 

heard that no further comment is necessary. The release of this, the first Johnny Griffin LP, 

proves many things. Mainly, of course, that here is a young, talented tenor saxophonist who, 

for too long, has been taken for granted, and who will, no doubt, soon be reaping some of his 

past due rewards. 
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--JOE SEGAL, from the liner notes 
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"I like to play fast. I get excited, and I have to sort of control myself, restrain 

myself. But when the rhythm section gets cooking, I want to explode." 

--Johnny Griffin 

 

Critic Ralph J. Gleason made an oft-quoted remark about Johnny Griffin during the course 

of a 1958 Down Beat record review. To avoid any misunderstandings this is Gleason's 

paragraph, in full. "Unquestionably Johnny Griffin can play the tenor saxophone faster, 

literally, than anyone else alive. At least he can claim this until it's demonstrated otherwise. 

And in the course of playing with this incredible speed, he also manages to blow longer 

without refueling than you would ordinarily consider possible. With this equipment he is able 

to play almost all there could possibly be played in any give chorus." 

As far as it goes Gleason's words are probably correct. (In the absence of a jazz section to the 

Guiness Book of Records we must assume Griffin's leading position in the field of runners in 

the Semi-Quaver Race.) But it would be wrong to assume that John Arnold Griffin III was 

nothing more than a note-producing machine fitted with a control graduated from "Finished 

With Engines" up to "Full Speed Ahead." 

He is an amazingly consistent soloist, a man who is never off form by all accounts; 

undeniably he likes fast tempos but is a complete, rounded jazz musician, capable of tackling 

any material with the aid (or something otherwise!) of any rhythm section. "I'm Glad There Is 

You" [mp3]. Since he came to Europe in 1962, at the age of 34, he has been giving free 
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lessons on the gentle arts of relaxation, saxophone technique, deep-seated emotional intensity 

and a host of other important elements to thousands of listeners in Paris, London, 

Copenhagen and any other centers where jazz is appreciated. 

When John left the United States he seemed already to have achieved more than many 

jazzmen achieve in a lifetime. He was 16 when he joined Lionel Hampton's band as an alto 

saxophonist. At least Griffin thought he had been booked to play alto in the reed section. On 

his first date with the band he took out the smaller horn only to be asked the whereabouts of 

his tenor. He dashed back home to Chicago at the earliest opportunity laid hands on a tenor 

and rejoined Hamp's reed section which contained such stalwarts as Arnett Cobb, Bobby 

Plater and Charlie Fowlkes. 

When Joe Morris, one of Hamp's trumpeters, left to form his own band in 1947 John went 

with him and stayed with Morris for three years. Morris's lively little rhythm-and-blues band 

had a rhythm section comprising Elmo Hope, Percy Heath and Philly Joe Jones for a time. He 

spoke of the Joe Morris band with pride, listed the names of the men who had passed through 

its ranks and gave me the news that Morris had died a few years earlier. 

Apart from a handful of relatively short engagements with other bands (Arnett Cobb's unit in 

1951, Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers from March to October 1957 and the Thelonious 

Monk Quartet during the summer of 1958) Griffin has been a solo artist or band leader since 

leaving the Joe Morris band. When I spoke to him during one of his bookings at the Ronnie 

Scott Club during the late '60s he seemed content to be touring the European jazz centers, 

secure in the knowledge that he would find a suitable rhythm section for his engagements. 

--ALUN MORGAN, from the liner notes, 

The Man I Love, Black Lion. 
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